Application for thesis topics

(filled by student)

I, ....................................................... the undersigned student of the Faculty of Health Sciences Semmelweis University, hereby declare that

in the ...................................................... BSc. training program

with specialization in ...........................................................

holder of the Neptun code ....................................................

in the ........................................... academic year of my studies,

request to write my thesis in a topic

  a. selected from the Faculty’s thesis portfolio
  b. not selected from the Faculty’s thesis portfolio
  c. based on former scientific works such as: TDK, Rector’s course work, research done in relation to my work as a demonstrator.

Title of selected topic: ..............................................................................................................

Thesis supervisor: ......................................................................................................................

Department responsible for the topic: ........................................................................................

Budapest, .......... (day) ....................... (month), .......... (year).

.................................................................

Student

---

3 This document has 6 (six) pages and shall be handled as a whole.
Thesis topic acceptance declaration

(filled by Head of Department)

I, the undersigned hereby

a. accept
b. reject

the selected thesis topic with the title ........................................................................................................................................

of the student .................................................................................., holder of Neptun code ................................. .

I mandate .......................................................................................... as supervisor for the student’s selected topic.

Budapest, ........ (day) ....................... (month), ............ (year).

.................................................................

Head of Department
2. Application for thesis topics

(filled by student)

I, ............................................. the undersigned student of the Faculty of Health Sciences
Semmelweis University, hereby declare that

in the ............................................................ BSc. training program

with specialization in ..............................................................

holder of the Neptun code ......................................................

in the ........................................... academic year of my studies,

request to write my thesis in a topic

a. selected from the Faculty’s thesis portfolio
b. not selected from the Faculty’s thesis portfolio
c. based on former scientific works such as: TDK, Rector’s course work,
   research done in relation to my work as a demonstrator.

Title of selected topic: .............................................................................................................

Thesis supervisor: ......................................................................................................................

Department responsible for the topic: ......................................................................................

Budapest, ........... (day) ................. (month), ............ (year).

..........................................................................
   Student

---

2 This document has 6 (six) pages and shall be handled as a whole.
Thesis topic acceptance declaration

(filled by Head of Department)

I, the undersigned hereby

a. accept
b. reject

the selected thesis topic with the title .................................................................
of the student .............................................., holder of Neptun code ............... .

I mandate ............................................................... as supervisor for the student’s selected topic.

Budapest, ........ (day) ........................... (month), ........... (year).

..................................................

Head of Department
Application for thesis topics³

(fillled by student)

I, ......................................................... the undersigned student of the Faculty of Health Sciences Semmelweis University, hereby declare that

in the ........................................................................................................................ BSc. training program

with specialization in ............................................................................................

holder of the Neptun code ....................................................................................

in the .............................................. academic year of my studies,

request to write my thesis in a topic

a. selected from the Faculty’s thesis portfolio
b. not selected from the Faculty’s thesis portfolio
   c. based on former scientific works such as: TDK, Rector’s course work,
      research done in relation to my work as a demonstrator.

Title of selected topic: ............................................................................................

Thesis supervisor: .................................................................................................

Department responsible for the topic: ...............................................................

Budapest, ........... (day) ................. (month), ............ (year).

...........................................................................................................

                                          Student

³ This document has 6 (six) pages and shall be handled as a whole.
Thesis topic acceptance declaration

(filled by Head of Department)

I, the undersigned hereby

a. accept
b. reject

the selected thesis topic with the title ....................................................................................................................................

of the student ........................................................................, holder of Neptun code .........................................

I mandate ................................................................. as supervisor for the student’s selected topic.

Budapest, .......... (day) .................. (month), .......... (year).

.................................................................

Head of Department